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Applications dictate
gimbal selection

SCOTT SCHMIDT
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recision motion-control systems have
FIGURE 1. The high load-carrying capacity of gear-driven
found widespread use in a number of
gimbals makes them an excellent choice for general laboratobroad markets. Each application rery work and large-optic beam steering.
quires certain critical moindependent measuretion performance speciﬁ- Beam steering, star and
ment device. Positioncations that deﬁne the motion technology
ing-stage accuracy is intarget tracking, and
or technologies best suited for the job.
ﬂuenced by the feedback
In many cases, one technology becomes
mechanism (inductosyn,
sensor qualiﬁcation
an obvious choice. In other applications,
resolver, rotary encoder),
require ultra-high-precision
two or more competing technologies
and drive mechanism
may deserve consideration. The choice
(ball
screw, lead screw,
positioning, fast slew rates,
between direct-drive and gear-driven
direct-drive motor).
gimbals presents just such a comparison and large load-carrying
Repeatability is the
based on the application.
range
of positions atcapability. These applications
tained
when the system
Gimbal performance criteria
provide an opportunity to
is repeatedly commandDepending on the application, a number
ed to one location unof key performance characteristics are of compare direct-drive and
der
identical conditions.
primary importance when selecting a pogear-driven
gimbals.
Unidirectional
repeatsitioning system (see Table 1).
ability is measured by
Accuracy is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the actual
approaching
the
point
from
one
direction, and ignores
position in space and the position as determined by an
the eﬀects of backlash or hysteresis within the system.
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Table 1. High-performance gimbal applications requirements
Application

Primary
requirements

Secondary
requirements

Tertiary
requirements

Seeker-head
testing

High accuracy

Excellent
repeatability
Ability to make
rapid moves

Moderate to high
load-carrying
capacity

Sensor
qualiﬁcation

High accuracy
and repeatability

Ability to make
rapid moves

Beam steering

Outstanding
in-position stability

Excellent accuracy
and repeatability

Moderate to high
load-carrying
capacity

Star tracking

Outstanding
velocity regulation
(sidereal rate—often
requiring very ﬁne
resolution)

Very good
in-position stability

Moderate to high
load-carrying
capacity

Target
tracking

Fast (and variable) slew
rate
Ability to change
directions quickly

Excellent followingerror characteristics

Resolution, or the smallest possible
movement of a system, is also known
(somewhat misleadingly) as step
size. The feedback device determines
resolution, and in some cases, theoretical resolution can exceed practical resolution. For example, in a ballscrew-based positioning system, a
theoretical resolution of 4 nm can be
obtained by combining a 4-mm/revolution screw, 1000-line encoder, and
a ×1000 multiplier. The actual motion system will never be able to make
a single 4-nm step due to friction,
windup, and mechanical compliance.
In-position stability is the system
“jitter” about a stable, controlled position being maintained by the controller and rotary stage. This attribute
may be inﬂuenced by mechanical
compliance in the system, as well as
servo tuning details and ampliﬁer
(linear versus pulse-width modulation) capabilities.
Velocity regulation, or the ability of
a controller and stage to closely follow a commanded velocity proﬁle, is
expressed as either a peak-to-peak or
as a root-mean-squared value. Precise deﬁnition of a timescale for this
measurement is crucial. The required

velocity (often termed sidereal rate)
can be extremely low, requiring highresolution systems to avoid “staircase”
motion eﬀects as the gimbal tracks
from one encoder position to the next
over a relatively long period of time.
Finally, following error is deﬁned as
the diﬀerence between the commanded and actual positions while the axis
is moving.
Although these basic motion metrics deﬁne gimbal system performance, other values are just as important. Tightly inﬂuenced by motor
holding torque, gear ratios, and bearing strength, the load capacity—the
total mass that the gimbal structure
can hold or support and also eﬀective-

ly actuate—must be considered. Along
with this, the required speed, range of
motion, and duty cycle, as well as the
ability of the gimbal to withstand severe environmental conditions such
as high condensing humidity, extreme
temperature ranges, vacuum, or cleanroom applications, are of critical importance. And of course, the footprint of the gimbal must be taken into
account, considering that often the
gimbal must ﬁt into a predeﬁned location such as on an optical table or in a
vacuum chamber. Motor size and orientation, as well as brake and gearbox
footprints, can inﬂuence this attribute.
Although piezo-driven and belt/chaindriven positioning solutions are considered for some unique applications,
gear- and direct-driven systems are
almost universally considered. Both
gear and direct-drive gimbal technologies have attributes that oﬀer speciﬁc
advantages for particular uses (see
Table 2).
Gear-driven gimbals

Gear-driven gimbals utilize a precision gear and matched worm-drive
mechanism to achieve rotary motion in the azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL) axes (see Fig. 1). Design
and implementation ﬂexibility are
achieved using a rotary motor to drive
the worms, allowing the designer to
choose stepper versus servomotor and
diﬀerent types of encoders. The dif-

Table 2. Gimbal gear drive versus direct drive
Attribute

Gear drive

Direct drive

Accuracy

Moderate

Very good

Repeatability

Moderate (can be better with
direct encoder)

Outstanding

Payload capacity

Can be outstanding (depends
on gear ratio)

Moderate

Smooth scanning

Moderate

Very good (outstanding with
linear drives)

Fine motion stepping

Very smooth scanning/velocity
regulation

Very good

High torque

Very good to excellent (depending
on motor sizing and gear ratios)

Moderate to good (depending
on stage/motor size)
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ferent motor choices also result in a
rule out the use of worm-gear-driven
capability and excellent in-position
greater range of controller and drive
gimbals.
stability. These attributes are also imchoices, and can easily accommodate
These issues can be partially solved
portant in the laboratory, where the
fail-safe braking options. The sysby using an external encoder installed high gear ratios and excellent stiﬀness
tem can be tailored to enhance sysclose to the axis of rotation, but this
of the gear-driven gimbal can meet a
tem speed (low ratio) or drive capacity addition sacriﬁces one geared-gimbal
wide range of laboratory positioning
(higher ratio) by choosing a speciﬁc
advantage: low relative cost.
requirements.
worm/gear ratio.
Also, thermal expansion eﬀects, and
Direct-drive gimbals
Geared gimbals usually represent
the corresponding degradation of sysWhile gear-driven gimbals rely on a
a cost-eﬀective choice. The mechanitem accuracy and repeatability, will be
mechanical drive train to achieve mocal linkages used within geared gimmuch more dramatic with worm drives
tion and the resulting system stiﬀbals can oﬀer very good in-position
because of their asymmetric nature and
ness, direct-driven solutions couple
stability. The motor is not directly driv- dissimilar materials used in their structhe stages of the AZ and EL axes to
ing the AZ or EL axis for either drive,
tures. Wear, lubrication, and maintethe rotary motor itself (see Fig. 2). Alwhich to some extent mutes the serthough any type of rotary motor
vo-dithering motion from coupling
can be integrated into such a gimthrough the system and manifestbal structure, brushless motors are
ing as excessive jitter. Perhaps the
the most common. The absence of
most obvious advantage oﬀered by
gear trains and mechanical couthis solution is in the gearing itself.
plings eliminates position errors
Higher load capacities, as well as the
caused by hysteresis, windup, and
ability to tolerate somewhat unbalbacklash. As a result, direct-drive
anced loads (limited by stresses in
achieves higher accuracy than
the gear teeth), is a natural beneﬁt,
worm gears.
while excellent overall system stiﬀAn accuracy-inﬂuencing factor in
ness is also achieved.
direct-drive gimbal systems is the
Although the load-multiplying efdirectly coupled feedback device.
FIGURE 2. Compared to gear-driven gimbals,
fect of a geared system is attractive
Rotary encoders are typically used
for greater load-handling capability, direct-drive gimbals offer higher accuracy and
to track the position of each axis,
some speciﬁcations suﬀer. Backlash the ability to make quick movement and direcand inductosyns and resolvers can
tion reversals. These attributes are useful for
eﬀects (the portion of commandapplications such as calibration and encoder
be used to oﬀer a higher degree of
ed motion that produces no change testing, star and solar tracking, and inertial deenvironmental ruggedness and stain position upon reversal of travel
vice testing.
bility. Current encoder technology
direction—caused by clearance becan achieve subarcsecond accuracy,
nance issues must be considered for
tween elements in the drive train) can
allowing the resulting gimbal axes to
worm-gear-driven gimbals to ensure
degrade the bidirectional repeatability
have accuracy values less than 10 arcproper lubrication of the gear train over
of the gimbal. The mechanical comseconds. The directly coupled feedthe lifetime of the gimbal as the wormpliance in this style of drive train esback devices used in these gimbals algear teeth wear.
sentially prohibits quick motions and
low bidirectional repeatability values
Two applications that are best suited
sharp direction reversals as the conof around 5 to 10 arcseconds, comto gear-driven gimbals are large-opstituent rotary stages waste most of the
pared to ranges that are typically at
tic beam steering and general laboramotion eﬀorts in overcoming hysterleast twice that for gear-driven axes.
tory duty. Large optical components
esis (reversal error) and suﬀer from the
Because the stages of direct-driven
require the positioning system to have
mechanical abuse these types of moves
gimbals do not have the mechanical
would impart to the gears and linkages. a large load-carrying capacity, with
windup and backlash of their gearlimited acceleration and velocity reFor applications requiring highly redriven counterparts, quick moves
quirements. The ability to use an auxpeatable and accurate motion in more
and sharp direction reversals can be
iliary encoder with gear-driven gimthan one direction of travel, such as
made. Slew rates of 300°/s or more are
bals mitigates backlash to some extent,
target tracking and some beam-steerpossible, compared to a maximum
while providing high load-bearing
ing applications, this deﬁciency can
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velocity of perhaps 60°/s for wormgear gimbals.
Despite the inherent motion performance advantages of direct-drive
gimbals, some drawbacks to this technology do exist. Perhaps the most basic limitation of direct drive is the allowable aperture of the motors housed
within them. Rotary gears can have
an almost arbitrarily large throughhole, but the integral motors around
which direct-drive stages and gimbals are constructed essentially limit
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the aperture size to about 100 mm in
all but the most unusual designs. This
constraint likely would not be conﬁning for most routine applications,
but could be limiting for those that
require clear apertures through the
base/azimuth stage for some specialized beam-steering or polarizer applications. Other disadvantages of directdrive systems are merely the inverse
of gear-driven features: load-bearing capability can be less than what
might be achieved with gear-driven
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solutions and direct-drive gimbals are
less able to accommodate unbalanced
loads because the motors would constantly need to be engaged without
the aid of a gear system.
Applications that beneﬁt from the
high accuracy, ability to make rapid
moves, fast (and variable) slew rate, and
excellent following-error characteristics of direct-drive gimbals are missileseeker-head testing, sensor qualiﬁcation, beam steering, and star and target
tracking.
❏
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AEROTECH is your single source for
complete, high precision, motion-system solutions.

Award-Winning Automation 3200
Digital Automation Platform
Aerotech’s Automation 3200 FireWire®based software-only controller offers up to
32 axes of synchronized motion through one
interface, with no degradation in
performance as axis count increases.

Linear and Rotary Stages,
Air Bearings, Vacuum Systems,
and Goniometers
Aerotech manufactures a wide range of
direct-drive and gear-drive linear and rotary
stages, including air bearings, vacuum
compatible systems, and custom designs.

Aerotech, Inc., 101 Zeta Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Ph: 412-963-7470 • Fax: 412-963-7459 • Email: sales@aerotech.com

Dedicated to the Science of Motion

Gimbals and Optical Mounts
Aerotech AMG and AOM series gimbals
and optical mounts provide the ultimate
performance in azimuth and elevation
motion, and are available in direct-drive,
worm-gear drive, and manual versions.
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